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Characterization of Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Ti-6Al-4V Alloy
after Cyclic Heat Treatment
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A cost-effective approach which consists of cyclic heat treatment (CHT) and annealing is used to refine the coarse lamellar
structure of as-cast Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The coarse lamellar microstructure was significantly refined after the CHT process,
α lamellae were broken up while the original orientations of α lamellae were maintained. After annealing treatment, a
basketweave microstructure was achieved in Ti-6Al-4V alloy, and the formation of globular α grains was observed. The
microstructure refinement mechanisms during CHT and annealing are mainly considered to be break-up of lamellar
structure and static recrystallization. The room temperature mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V alloy were significantly
improved. The microhardness of Ti-6Al-4V alloy increased from 306 HV to 402 HV. The values of yield strength (YS)
and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) increased from 734 MPa and 740 MPa to 911 MPa and 1010 MPa, respectively. The
value of ductility increased from 1.1 % to 3.3 %.
Keywords: Ti-6Al-4V, cyclic heat treatment, microstructure refinement, static recrystallization.

1. INTRODUCTION

parameters of a cyclic heat treatment on the grain refinement
of a Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy with a coarse-grained
microstructure, the mechanical properties of the alloy were
also improved. Similarly, it is hoped that the initial coarse
lamellar structure of Ti-6Al-4V could be refined through
CHT process. And the studies about refining the coarse
lamellar structure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy through CHT are
limited. The microstructure evolution and grain refinement
mechanism are not clear and needed to be studied deeply.
In this study, we report an alternative method by which
the initial coarse lamellar structure of as-cast Ti-6Al-4V
alloy can be refined merely by CHT. The microstructure
evolution and mechanical properties enhancement of Ti6Al-4V alloy during CHT process are investigated, and the
grain refinement mechanism of Ti-6Al-4V alloy during
CHT process is to be clarified.

Ti-6Al-4V is the most widely used titanium alloy in
aerospace, automotive and medical implant industries due
to its excellent comprehensive properties, such as high
specific strength, superior corrosion resistance and good
elevated temperature performance [1, 2]. Ti-6Al-4V alloy is
commonly produced by ingot metallurgy, the as cast ingots
exhibit a lamellar structure [3, 4]. The initial lamellar
microstructure is one of the typical microstructures of Ti6Al-4V alloy, this microstructure exhibits moderate
strength and high fatigue crack growth resistance but extralow ductility [5]. The breakdown of lamellar structure after
hot working or heat treatment plays a key role in the
production of mill products of α/β titanium alloys [6].
Thermomechanical processing is the most effective
way to control the microstructure [7]. Numerous studies
have indicated that the α/β titanium alloys with a fine
microstructure possess both high strength and good ductility
[8 – 12]. Generally, thermomechanical processing of α/β
titanium ingots involves a series of steps to modify the ascast microstructure to obtain an equiaxed microstructure.
These include β hot working and β annealing to refine β
grain structure and the sub-transus hot working to break
down the transformed microstructure [13 – 16].
Currently, it is significant to seek a simple way to
improve the comprehensive mechanical properties through
controlling the microstructure. As reported by J.N. Wang
[17 – 19], the fully lamellar structure of TiAl alloys could be
effectively refined merely by cyclic heat treatment (CHT).
Koscielna also reported that [20] the influence of individual

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The extra-low interstitial (ELI) grade Ti-6Al-4V alloy
having the following chemical composition (wt.%) was
used in this study: 6.08 Al, 4.03 V, 0.14 Fe, 0.013 Si,
0.018 C, 0.11 O, 0.0047 N, 0.0008 H and balanced Ti. The
β transus temperature for this grade is approximately
975 ℃. As received Ti-6Al-4V cylinder with a diameter of
355 mm was produced by ingot metallurgy.
Specimens with a dimension of 10×8×6 mm3 were cut
from the as received ingots by electro-discharge machining
(EDM). The as received Ti-6Al-4V alloy was subjected to a
β heat treatment at 1015 ℃ for 1 h to homogenize the
microstructure and elements distribution. After the
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homogenization treatment, the alloy was furnace cooling to
955 ℃ and subjected to CHT. In one cycle, the specimens
were heated to 955 ℃ and soaked for 10 min, and then
furnace cooled to 650 ℃ and soaked for 10 min. The CHT
process consisted of 5 cycles, and after CHT, the specimens
were water quenched (WQ) to maintain the fine
microstructure developed during the CHT process (Fig. 1).
In addition, an annealing treatment was conducted in a SiC
box furnace at 500 ℃ for 4 h followed by air cooling (AC).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The lamellar starting structure has Widmannstätten
morphology, which is shown in Fig. 2. The Widmannstätten
structure consists of lamellar α colonies in initial β grains of
the order of mm and a grain boundary α phase layer of about
5 mm thick. The thickness of α lamellae inside β grains is
about 3 μm and the continuous β layers distributed between
lamellar α structure are about 1 μm thick.
Fig. 3 shows the microstructure after 5 cycles CHT.
From Fig. 3, it can be seen that α lamellae were broken up
during the CHT process. The retained lamellar α segments
appeared in the transformed β matrix and were parallel to
each other. The original orientations of α lamellae were
maintained. It was obvious that the coarse lamellar
microstructure was significantly refined during the CHT
process.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of CHT process

The microstructure examinations of specimens were
performed by optical microscopy (OM, MF-DS), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 250 FEG), and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM2100F). The specimens for OM and SEM characterization
were electrochemically polished by using a solution of 60 %
methanol, 34 % n-butanol and 6 % perchloric acid with an
applied current of 80 mA at – 30 ℃. The TEM foils were
twin-jet electrochemically polished at 30 V and – 30 ℃.
Tensile tests were conducted on the Zwick Z100
servohydraulic testing system with a starting strain rate of
10-3 s-1 at ambient temperature. Plate specimens were
employed with a gauge length of 16 mm and a width of
4 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. Wedge grips were used to
mount the specimens. Contact extensometers were used for
extension measurement. Vickers hardness measurements
were performed by applying a load of 500 g for 15 s. The
specimens for microhardness test were electrochemically
polished.

a

b
Fig. 2. As received Ti-6Al-4V alloy: a – macro picture; b – OM
image

a

b

c

Fig. 3. Microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy after 5 cycles CHT: a – break-up of α lamellae; b – α segments inside the lamellar α structure;
c – dislocations inside α lamellae
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Microstructure evolution during 5 cycles CHT process
was further elucidated by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), as shown in Fig. 3 b and c). From Fig. 3 b, it could
be seen that the original α lamellae broke up into small α
segments. Furthermore, substructures were also formed
within the lamellar α plates. Besides, high density
dislocations were observed in α phases, and dislocation pileups formed in some of the lamellar α phases (Fig. 3 c).
Dislocations slipping across α plates indicated that the
break-up process of lamellar α phase was driven by
dislocation motion. Microstructure observation results showed

(Fig. 4 a). Furthermore, the annealing treatment led to
noticeable globularization of α segments, the formation of
globular α grains was observed (Fig. 4 b).
Similarly, microstructure evolution during annealing
process was studied deeply through TEM observation. As
shown in Fig. 5 a and b, α lamellae with different
orientations intersected each other to form a basketweave
microstructure. Furthermore, the dislocation density
decreased considerably, grain and interphase boundaries
became clear, suggesting a recovery process occurred
during annealing process. In addition, static globularization
process of α phase was also observed (Fig. 5 c, d). Large
size globular α grains were formed (Fig. 5 c), a
recrystallized microstructure comprised of equiaxed grains
with a grain size of 0.3 ~ 0.5 μm was observed (Fig. 5 d),
the overall microstructure was refined considerably.
During the early stage of annealing treatment, a
recovery process occurred firstly, the dislocations and
substructures were eliminated. Thus, the dislocation density
was low after annealing. Furthermore, the substructures and
retained α segments were highly developed during heat
treatment. Dynamic coarsening of α phase occurred with the
soaking time increasing [22]. The secondary α phases
separated out and developed to form intersect structure. A
number of retained α segments grew up to high aspect ratio
lamellar α structure.
Another important microstructural changes occurred
during annealing is the globularization of α phase.
According to Stefansson [23], the process of static
globularization was merely partly dependent on the
formation and development of dislocation substructures.
Generally, globularization process of lamellar structure was
considered to be dynamic recrystallization (DRX) [24].
From Fig. 5 c, a very large dislocation-free particle of α
phase was observed. And as shown in Fig. 5 d, a
recrystallized microstructure with a grain size of 0.5 μm was
formed. Several investigations [5, 7, 23, 25, 26] have given
insight into the mechanisms of globularization of lamellar α
during heat treatment. Two ways of the lamellae
globularization were provided. Both involve boundary
splitting resulting from the creation of boundaries across the
lamellar structure. In one case, α/α boundaries are rooted in
the formation of a recovered substructure [23].

the break-up of the prior α lamella due to CHT, and the orientation
of α lamella was maintained. The microstructure refinement
mechanism during CHT can be explained by the following
procedures: (ⅰ) at the heating stage of CHT process, the prior α
lamellae dissolved and transformed to β phase, the dissolution of α
phase preferred to occur in the grooves of α plates, the long α plates
were fragmented into several small segments. Because the heating
temperature was below the β transus temperature, α lamellae could
not be dissolved totally, several segments of prior α lamella were
retained. (ⅱ) at the cooling stage, due to the heredity of
Widmannstätten structure, α phase separated out from the retained
α segments and grew up following the original orientation of prior
α lamellae. When α lamellae grew to touch each other, they could
not fuse completely, remaining an interface between each other.
As a consequence, the prior α lamella transformed into several
small pieces. With the CHT cycles increasing, the fragmentation
process of prior α lamella was finished completely, the refinement
of microstructure was more effectively. The founder effect of this
fragmentation mechanism is the dissolution and precipitation of α
phase. Thus, the upper heating temperature and the temperature
interval are two key points for the CHT process. If the upper
heating temperature is too high to exceed the β transus
temperature, α phase will dissolved completely, and the
Widmannstätten structure will be obtained as before. On the
contrary, if the upper heating temperature is too low, atoms are less
mobile and difficult to diffuse, the fragmentation of α lamellae can
not be finished completely.

After 5 cycles CHT, the specimens were subjected to an
annealing process at the temperature of 500 ℃ for 4 h.
During the annealing process, the primary α phases grew up
to some extent, the annealing treatment produced thickening
of α plates. Besides, some of the transformed β
microstructure transformed into the secondary α phases, and
the secondary α plates appeared on the transformed β matrix
to form basket weave structure with the primary α phases

a

b

Fig. 4. Microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V alloy after 5 cycles CHT and annealing: a – OM image; b – SEM image
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b

c

d

Fig. 5. TEM image of basketweave microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy after annealing: a – basketweave microstructure; b – intersect α
plates; c – globular α grain; d – recrystallized grains

And in the other, the boundaries derive from the intense
localized shear bands due to deformation [5]. As a
consequence, the microstructure was significantly refined.
The room-temperature mechanical properties of the Ti6Al-4V alloy are given in Table 1.

microhardness of Ti-6Al-4V alloy increased from 306 HV to
402 HV. The room temperature tensile test results indicated that
the values of YS and UTS increased from 734 MPa and 740 MPa
to 911 MPa and 1010 MPa, respectively. The value of ductility
increased from 1.1 % to 3.3 %.

Table 1. Room-temperature mechanical properties of Ti–6Al–4V
alloy in different conditions

4. CONCLUSIONS
Ti-6Al-4V alloy with a lamellar structure are
investigated. The following conclusions can be draw:
1. During CHT process, α lamellae were broken up and
parallel to each other, the original orientations of α
lamellae were maintained.
2. During annealing, the secondary α phases separated out
and developed to form basketweave structure with
primaryα phases, meanwhile, the substructures of α
phase developed into recrystallized grains.
3. After CHT and annealing process, a basketweave
microstructure was achieved, and the microstructure
was significantly refined. The microstructure
refinement mechanisms are mainly considered to be
break-up of lamellar structure and static
recrystallization.
4. The room temperature mechanical properties of Ti-6Al4V alloy were significantly improved after CHT and
annealing process.

Microhardness, YS,
UTS,
AR,
El, %
HV
MPa
MPa
%
As-received
306
734
740
1.1 12
CHT+annealing
402
911
1010 3.3 34
Note: UTS – ultimate tensile strength; YS – yield strength;
El – elongation; AR – area reduction.
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